SUPPLIER CAPABILITIES
SPOTLIGHT

Norit Südmo
More than ever, dairy and liquid food
producers are seeking to combine sustainability and economic value by doing
‘more with less’. With Norit Südmo as your
process partner, you can have a competitive product from a CAPEX standpoint
with the benefit of the lowest total cost of
ownership. Norit Südmo’s extensive range
of sanitary and aseptic process valves
combined with the expertise of our team
offer hygienic and aseptic processors the
ability to maximize their production time
and operational flexibility. In addition, a
strong focus on service provides for the
optimum product life cycle.
Innovative Products
Norit Südmo’s proven products lead from
a technology point of view. A few advantages of our mix proof valves include:
• Robust body provides roundness to
protect seal life
• Clear protection of cross-contamina-
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losses, chemical usage, and maintenance

continuously challenges us to seek solu-

materials and labor, Norit Südmo helps

tions that provide the optimal processes for

our customers meet their long-term

your dairy or liquid food plant.

financial sustainability goals.
Norit Südmo’s past performance proves

tion with deflector technology
Life Cycle Costs

the most cost-effective valve system option

Initial capital cost is, in most instances,

in the long run. Do not waste a day. Partner

a fraction of the whole life cost of a typi-

with Norit Südmo, the supplier who assures
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cal valve installation. Downtime with loss

that you will dramatically reduce your valve
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of productivity and replacement of short

total cost of ownership and give you an

mark of excellence, for its top perform-

life expectancy consumable parts, such

advantage over your competitors.

ing products, incorporates one of the key

as seals, make up a large portion of the

Call us anytime at 815-639-0322, or go

principles of sustainability ‘do more with

total life cycle cost. Norit Südmo’s valves

to www.sudmona.com to view or down-

less’. This philosophy applies to prod-

provide more plant efficiency and lon-

load brochures and manuals. We look

uct innovations and solutions that offer

ger running times. By reducing product

forward to helping you ‘do more with less’.

• Most intelligent and robust control
top technology

measurably higher performance and efficiency against competitive pricing. Our
recently launched IntelliTop® 2.0 control
unit carries this mark of excellence, and
is a prime example of this principle put
into action.
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